Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence. Have your child write the word in the blank.

1. Rachel only had five minutes, so she asked her friend for a ________________ review of the movie.
   suspicious   succinct   suppicious   succinct

2. I ________________ that our dog has been jumping up on the kitchen counter because food is missing.
   suppect   subsidize   sussidize   suspect

3. On the day of the concert, Charlie could not ________________ his feelings of excitement.
   subpress   suppress   sufuse   suffuse

4. The teacher tried to ________________ the rowdy students who were speaking out of turn.
   subdue   supdue   subplant   supplant

5. The student government created a ________________ to research different kinds of fund-raising activities.
   subconscious   succconscious   subcommittee   succommittee

6. Jessica uses her allowance to ________________ her hobby of collecting rare stamps.
   sucdivide   subdivide   sussidize   subsidize

7. I bought an apple to ________________ my lunch, which consisted of a peanut butter sandwich and a container of yogurt.
   suffocate   supplement   sufocate   subplement

8. Manuel has music lessons on three ________________ days—Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.
   suppicious   successive   succesive   suspicious

9. My little sister is ________________ to colds, so she is often sick in the winter.
   susceptible   suceptible   supplicant   subpliant

Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)
Word Study & Vocabulary 4: Unit 7: Prefix assimilation sub-